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WAVELENGTHS
IN THE HOUSE

In This House director Akram Zaatari
BY JON DAVIES
This year Wavelengths offers another
fantastic selection of the best avantgarde film and video works, selected
by new programmers Chris Gehman
and Andréa Picard. While the Festival
welcomes back such esteemed names
as Nathaniel Dorsky, Jim Jennings, Olivio Barbieri, Abbas Kiarostami, Lawrence Jordan, Peter Tscherkassky and
Christoph Girardet and Matthias Müller, there are many other gems to discover in these five fine programmes.
Akram Zaatari’s In This House is a
surprisingly suspenseful and deeply
fascinating meditation on “imagemaking in situations of war.” During
the war with Israel in the eighties, in
the Lebanese town of Ain el Mir, Ali
Hashisho and his fellow members of
the Resistance made their base in a
beautiful white house. Hashisho left a
note – buried in the garden in an old
mortar shell – for the family to find
when they returned. With Hashisho’s
directions, Zaatari visited the house in
2002 to unearth the letter and present it
to the Christian owners.
Zaatari uses a split screen to document a gardener’s dig for the treasure
on one side, while the other exhibits
meticulously framed photographs of
the detritus of this idiosyncratic story
(identity cards, diaries, snapshots,
“banal objects”). Meanwhile, as no
one except the digger agreed to appear on camera, we hear the voices of
those surrounding the ever-widening
hole – the family, but also army and
police officials who got wind of the
excavation and insisted on observing
– each matched with a piercing aural
tone, so that the soundtrack becomes
more musically diversified as their discussion becomes more animated.
The programme also includes Xavier Lukomski’s stunning CinemaScope
Un Pont sur la Drina, which juxtaposes
court testimonies about the war in the
Balkans in the nineties with sublime
shots of the Drina River, and the latest
installment of Rose Lowder’s visually
astonishing Bouquets series, Bouquets
28-30, with its pulsating and vivacious
shots of lush green gardens.
Other Wavelengths highlights include a poignantly fatalistic new video
poem by Jay Rosenblatt (Afraid So), a
superb, animal-themed film (lions and
tigers and bears) from the talented Rebecca Meyers, a solar eclipse created
by visionary Finnish artist Mika Taanila
with the help of two 16mm projectors
(The Zone of Total Eclipse), and Nicolas Rey’s captivating feature, Schuss!,
a unique two-hour experimental documentary about skiing, the aluminum
industry and the cinema. Examining
France’s Romanche valley, the film
weaves together a dizzying array of
intellectual threads into an enchanting, eccentric whole – all rendered
through a gloriously antiquated colour
film process.
Wavelengths films screen
throughout the Festival.

King and the Clown

Perusing Korea’s
populist pleasures
BY SHELLY KRAICER

C

ontemporary Korean cinema
stands as one of the very few
national film industries vibrant enough to hold its own against
the Hollywood juggernaut. Having the confidence (and the cash)
to make a wide range of films for
a broad set of audiences certainly
helps. This year’s Festival selections from Korea include two very
different national blockbusters: the
period comedy/drama King and
the Clown and the seriously funny
monster movie The Host, as well as
enfant terrible Kim Ki-duk’s psychosexual drama Time, and Woman on
the Beach, the latest from art-house
master Hong Sang-soo.
King and the Clown was, until
very recently, the biggest box-office success in Korean history. This
unlikely hit features no stars, a period setting (early-sixteenth-century
Seoul, the court of the notoriously
bloodthirsty King Yon-san) and minimal special effects. A roving band

of comical acrobats is headlined
by Jang-seng (Karm Woo-sung) and
his partner Gong-gil (Lee Joon-gi).
The latter plays the female role in
their ribald skits, and his effeminate
physical beauty provokes more than
Jang-seng’s protective interest.
In the capital, the troupe gains the
unwanted attention of the authorities with its fresh satirical performances mocking the sex life of the
king. But they unexpectedly gain
the latter’s favour and are installed
as royal jesters to serve His Majesty’s
pleasure. Naturally, the king’s roving eye soon falls on Gong-gil. Director Lee Jun-ik films the proceedings
with energy, humour and vivid, frequently raunchy, detail. The film’s
runaway success in Korea is due to
Lee Joon-gi’s unexpected powers of
gender-ambivalent seduction: Korean female teenagers, smitten with
the star, made him and the film a
pop phenomenon.
Only one Korean film has topped
King and the Clown’s box office: The
Host. Bong Joon-ho’s eagerly an-

ticipated film tells of a genetically
mutated monster emerging from the
Han River to terrorize the people
of Seoul. Just as Bong’s previous
feature, Memories of Murder, took
the policier in unexpectedly rich
directions, this new film brilliantly
updates the monster-attacks-city
flick. Bong performs the unlikely
trick of preserving the genre’s thrills
while adding layers of unexpected
depth, spiced with complex political allegory.
At its heart a family drama, the
film focuses on the Parks and their
attempt to save young Hyun-seo,
who is abducted by the monster. The
family does battle against a series of
government agencies that seem as
dangerous as the monster itself.
While Korean audiences clearly
connected with these two blockbusters, it’s not apparent how they
will respond to Kim Ki-duk’s Time.
Kim’s films have lately enjoyed
more success on the international
festival circuit than at home, where
they’ve been met with polemical
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critical reception. Kim’s current
provocation is a film about cosmetic
surgery, a wildly popular phenomenon in Korea. The creepily jealous
Seh-hee is convinced that her lover,
Ji-woo, is tiring of her, and asks a
surgeon to change her face in order to win back his love. She disappears for six months, returns as
See-hee and proceeds to seduce Jiwoo, who doesn’t realize she’s the
same person. Kim’s usual themes
of male violence and female dependency are evident, though he gives
them a new structural spin with the
film’s vertiginously Moebius-like
twists toward the end, reversals
that shed new light on the film’s
obsession with themes of identity,
time and memory.
Identity under pressure – especially marked by the differences
between men and women as they
undergo
discursive
eroticized
roundelays of seduction and repulsion – is a predominant theme in
Hong Sang-soo’s six previous films.
Woman on the Beach is no exception; classic Hong, it focuses on
the complexity of human relationships in its naturalistic tale of a film
director and his professional and
sexual relationships. Exceptionally
well-crafted and engaging, the film
reveals deeper levels of elegance
and sophistication at every turn as
it builds to a climax that reflects the
immense inner change experienced
by the characters.
Vibrant, vital and diverse players
on the world cinema stage, Korean
filmmakers continue to exhibit a
cultural and commercial confidence
that’s impossible to ignore.
Shelly Kraicer is the editor of
Chinese Cinema Digest.
KING AND THE CLOWN
Sept. 8, 6:00pm, Paramount 3
Sept. 9, 12:30pm, Paramount 1
Sept. 14, 6:00pm, Varsity 4
THE HOST
Sept. 8, 11:59pm, Ryerson
Sept. 10, 3:45pm, Paramount 2
TIME
Sept. 8, 12:15pm, Paramount 3
Sept. 15, 2:30pm, Paramount 1
WOMAN ON THE BEACH
Sept. 9, 9:15pm, Isabel Bader Theatre
Sept. 11, 9:15am, Cumberland 3
Sept. 16, 5:00pm, Isabel Bader Theatre

Following the lead of a Pervert
BY JON DAVIES

S

ophie Fiennes’s epic threepart voyage through cinema –
led by the virtuoso Slovenian
philosopher-trickster Slavoj Žižek
– ends with Žižek’s impassioned
response to the sentimental wallop
delivered by the closing scene of
Charlie Chaplin’s City Lights. After
the once-blind girl gazes into the
tramp’s eyes and realizes he is in
fact the wealthy benefactor who has
restored her sight, “We don’t know
what will happen,” Žižek says. “We
have the words ‘The End’ and the
black screen. But the singing goes on,
as if the emotion is now too strong
– it spills over the very frame.”
He continues, “In order to understand today’s world, we need cinema; literally, it’s only in cinema that
we get that crucial dimension which
we are not yet ready to confront in
our reality. If you are looking for
what is, in reality, more real than
reality itself, look into cinematic fiction.” How can any self-respecting
cinephile argue with such a zealous
assertion of the power and value of
the moving image?

The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema
An insightful, indispensable and
eye-opening love letter to the movies, The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema is
also an expedition into the furthest
reaches of Žižek’s Lacanian/Marxist
theories, last on display at last year’s
Festival in Astra Taylor’s wondrous
doc Žižek! What makes the film so
much more than a grad-school lecture is Žižek’s glorious wit and sense

of play, which sees the shaggy, lisping penseur maudit delivering his
analyses while occupying the sets of
his favourite films.
And so we find Žižek in the cellar with Mother in Psycho and
crouching on the floor of the disturbing bathroom inspection scene
in The Conversation. It is hard to
adequately describe the acute joy

of seeing Žižek attempting to steer
a boat through Bodega Bay as Tippi
Hedren did in Alfred Hitchcock’s
The Birds, losing control due to his
giddy joking that he is Melanie rushing to screw Mitch.
Other than Hitchcock and Chaplin, Žižek’s personal pantheon includes many of the canonical works
of David Lynch, Andrei Tarkovsky
and Stanley Kubrick but also rarely
discussed novelties including the
Stalinist musical Kubanskie kazaki
and Clarence Brown’s Possessed,
with its heroine watching the scenes
aboard a passing train as if they were
projected on a movie screen – all her
desires writ large.
In a discussion of The Matrix,
Žižek goes so far as to claim that if
you take away all the fictions that
structure and regulate our reality,
there would be nothing left – our
so-called false consciousness is not
a mask but rather our material being.
Pure genius.
THE PERVERT’S GUIDE
TO CINEMA
Sept. 7, 5:00pm, ROM
Sept. 9, 12:15pm, Cumberland 3
Sept. 14, 8:30pm, Varsity 7

